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The right to silence is both a highly

protected and protective principle at the

core of our justice system. It is clear that

any statement obtained from a suspect as

part of an overt investigation after the

right to silence has been invoked is

subject to the judicial discretion to

exclude and is likely to be ruled

inadmissible. However, the legal issues

surrounding covert investigations where

a suspect has previously exercised the

right to silence are somewhat less clear

and require further examination.

Evocation of the right to remain silent prior to
an undercover operation

• The United States

In  the United States the recently

in troduced McDade Amendment 2

requires Federal prosecutors to now

comply with the bar and ethic rules of

each State. The bar and ethic rules of

virtually every State within the United

States prohibit  contact with  an

individual who is represented by

counsel without first contacting the

representing lawyer.3 As most organised
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crime groups have a legal representative, this

requirement limits the opportunity for covert

operations against organised criminal groups and

has effectively curtailed all undercover operations

on suspects who are legally represented and have

exercised the right to silence. 

Federal prosecutors and Federal law

enforcement officers are now

effectively prevented from

approaching, contacting or

in terviewing any suspects,

potential  witnesses or

informants during the course

of criminal investigations, if

they are legally represented.

This has effectively annulled

the long-standing US

Department of Justice policy

that contact directly with a

witness or  informant is

acceptable in  cer tain  pre-

indictment instances.

Pr ior  to the McDade

Amendment, Federal agencies

in the US often approached

suspects for whom they had

substantial proof of criminal

offences. This approach often

involved the bargaining of

reduced sen tences in  return  for  a  suspect’s

cooperation. The approaches were usually made to

lower  level cr iminals in  order  to in troduce

undercover operatives into criminal syndicates

with the view to higher-level infiltration and to

obtaining evidence against the syndicate leaders.

Two problems ar ise as a result  of the

requirement to abide by State bar and ethic rules.

First  the suspect is pre-warned by his legal

representative of the intended approach and

therefore may divulge the fact to others within the

syndicate diminishing the chances of both a

reduced sentence for the suspect and a successful

infiltration. Secondly as many criminal groups rely

on the same attorney there is a r isk that

information may be leaked to others that are

represented by the same attorney resulting in

personal injury or death of an operative.

In the US, the prosecutor is responsible for

providing legal advice for the investigation, the

ultimate responsibility for complying with the

amendment rests with each prosecuting attorney.

This responsibility extends to approaches to

suspects by the investigating officers such as FBI

or DEA agents.  If the McDade Amendment is not

complied with the attorney faces the possibility of

being suspended or disbarred by the US Office of

Professional Responsibility. 

For  th is reason the practice of deploying

undercover operatives to seek admissions from

suspects who have invoked their right to silence

has been substantially curtailed in the US. This

amendment does not appear to assist law-abiding

citizens, but it does appear to have substantially

increased the protection for criminals and curtailed

an otherwise effective and fair law enforcement

strategy against organised crime

groups. While law enforcement

has lost this valuable tool to

penetrate upwards within

organised criminal groups, it

appears that  lower  level

criminals will to a substantial

degree now lose the opportunity

to cooperate with authorities

and gain reduced sentences in

so doing. Therefore it can be

expected that they will now face

the brunt of most undercover

operations while their masters

remain untouchable.

Due to the introduction of the

McDade Amendment little can

be drawn from the United States

in  relation to contemporary

cover t  operations targeting

suspects who have invoked their

right to silence. For this reason the remainder of

the article focuses primarily on English and

Australian cases. 

The Situation in Australia

Substantial guidance for Australia on the point

of admitt ing cover t ly obtained evidence

subsequent to a refusal  to answer  police is

provided by the recent  High  Cour t  case of

Swaffield v R: Pavic v R4. These two cases were

heard together by the High Court of Australia.

Swaffield’s Case

In September 1993 Swaffield was interviewed

by police in relation to arson, break, enter and

stealing offences that occurred at the Leichhardt

rowing club in Rockhampton, Queensland on 7

March 1993. Swaffield invoked his right to silence

at both of the police interviews and refused to

answer any questions. Swaffield was then charged

for the offences. At the committal hearing on 13

November 1993 the Queensland Police offered no

evidence and Swaffield was discharged.

In May 1994 Swaffield became a target of a

police undercover operation targeting drug dealers

in the Rockhampton, Yeppoon and Zilzie areas of

Central Queensland. On 11 and 16 August 1994

following instructions from his Controller and the

case officer  of the Leichhardt  rowing club
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investigation, Constable Marshall in an undercover

capacity engaged Swaffield in incriminating

conversations about his involvement with the

Leichhardt  rowing club offences.  These

conversations were recorded and Swaffield was

again charged with those offences. At the trial

Swaffield’s counsel objected to the admissibility of

the tape recordings based on the proposition that

they had been made unfairly and in disregard of

the Judges’ Rule requir ing a caution to be

administered.

However, the trial judge admitted the recordings

and Swaffield was convicted and sentenced.

Swaffield appealed to the Queensland Court of

Appeal against the arson conviction. The appeal

was upheld on the grounds that the trial judge had

wrongly admitted the taped conversations. The

Crown then appealed to the High Court.

Pavic’s Case

Andrew John Astbury and Steven Francis Pavic

both held affections for the same woman. On 15

December 1995 after leaving a Christmas function

at the woman’s residence Astbury disappeared. A

blood trail was found outside Astbury’s house at

Warrandyte. Astbury’s body was later found in the

Yarra River handcuffed to an electric motor casing.

On 18 December 1994 when questioned by

police Pavic denied any involvement in the murder

or disappearance of Astbury. On 3 January 1995

Pavic was interviewed at the

Victor ian police homicide

squad office at St. Kilda Road

Melbourne.  Pavic was

cautioned by the police and

advised of h is r ight to

communicate with  a legal

practitioner. Following advice

of a solicitor Pavic made no

comment on the questions put

to h im by detect ives.  After

being informed by one of the

detectives that he believed that

Pavic had committed Astbury’s

murder Pavic was allowed to

leave.

On 4 January 1995, a garbage

bag was recovered from a

hollow log near  where

Astbury’s body had been found.

The bag was found to contain

bloodstained clothing. A statement was taken from

Lewis James Clancy on 9 January 1995 in which

Clancy identified the recovered cloth ing as

clothing he had previously left in Pavic’s car.

Clancy told police that Pavic had informed him

that he had lost the clothing and offered to pay

Clancy $50 for them. 

Although at this stage Clancy was not a suspect

he was led by the police to understand that he was.

Clancy agreed to wear recording equipment at the

behest of the police to record a conversation with

Pavic to clear his [Clancy’s] name. Later on 9

January 1995 Clancy met Pavic and a number of

inculpatory admissions were made by Pavic. Pavic

was then arrested. At trial in March 1996, Pavic

pleaded guilty to manslaughter, but was convicted

of murder. After failing in an application to appeal

to the Victoria Court of Appeal Pavic was granted

special leave to appeal to the High Court.

High Court Deliberation

The High Cour t  considered the matters

concurrently as there were a number of similar

factors to these cases. These were that:

Both Swaffield and Pavic had exercised their

right to silence prior to the admissions being

covertly recorded. 

There was no illegality on the part of the police

investigations.

There was no contention regarding the

voluntariness of the confessions made. 

In Swaffield’s case the admissions were made to

an undercover police officer and in Pavic’s case to

a personal friend who was working as an agent for

the police.5

A crucial point in Pavic’s case that was accepted

by the majority of the High

Court was that Clancy did

not specifically elicit Pavic’s

admissions. In contrast, the

cour t considered that

Marshall had elicited

Swaffield’s admissions.

When consider ing the

circumstances of the

admissions made by

Swaffield to the arson

offence, the court found that

the trial judge did not give

weight to Swaffield’s right to

silence.  On this point

Brennan CJ stated: 

“ In Swaffield’s case,
Constable Marshall, who was
relatively a person in authori-
ty, deliberately represented
himself not to be a police offi-

cer in order to secure answers which Swaffield
had earlier told police that he would not answer.
True it is that Constable Marshall had adopted an
undercover guise in order to pursue investigations
into drug offences, not into the arson offence.
There was nothing improper in Constable Marshall
adopting that guise in order to obtain evidence of
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drug offences, but Constable Marshall went out-
side the investigation into drug offences. He delib-
erately sought admissions relating to the arson
which Swaffield had previously refused to make to
the police, as he was entitled to do.”6

Similar ly Justices Toohey, Gaudron and

Gummow held that the trial judge should have

excluded the admissions made by Swaffield

because, ‘[They] were elicited by an undercover

police officer, in clear breach of Swaffield’s right

to choose whether  or  not to speak.’7 Kirby J

concurred and was of the opinion that Marshall

had conducted a covert interrogation of Swaffield.

He stated: 

“Having examined the transcripts, I have con-
cluded that Constable Marshall did not speak to
the accused as an acquaintance might have done,
neutrally or indifferently, by his questions, he
actively sought to elicit critical information…such
an interrogation by an undercover police officer
unfairly derogated from Mr Swaffield’s free choice
to speak or be silent.” 8

It is interesting to note that Justice Brennan

distinguished between Marshall pursuing evidence

of the drug offences and of the arson offence.

Swaffield had not previously refused to answer

questions regarding the drug offences and Brennan

J acknowledged that there was nothing improper

with Marshall attempting to secure evidence of

those offences. 9 Although Brennan J wrote a

separate judgement explaining a minority opinion

on the scope of the discretion to exclude evidence

on the grounds of fairness, he was not contradicted

by the other judges on this point. It is unfortunate

that the remaining judges did not consider the

distinction between Marshall’s attempt to obtain

evidence of the arson offence and his attempt to

obtain evidence of the drug offence. This may

have provided some further guidance for future

undercover operations. However, in the absence of

such consideration, it appears at least from the

judgement by Brennan J, to implicitly support

active elicitation of statements from a suspect

where it occurs prior to formal interview and in

the absence of an exercised r ight to silence.

However, the court clearly objected to Marshall

seeking incriminating responses to questions about

an offence for which Swaffield had previously

exercised a right to silence.10 Brennan J reinforced

the public interest in protecting a person’s right to

silence and said that l imitations should be

maintained on police actions infringing on that

right:

“There is a public interest in ensuring that the
police do not adopt tactics that are designed sim-
ply to avoid the limitations on their inquisitorial
functions that the courts regard appropriate in a

free society.” 11

The court concluded by dismissing both appeals,

upholding the conviction of Pavic and affirming

the acquittal of Swaffield.12

The current situation in Australia 

On the basis of the court’s finding in Swaffield,

it appears legal tricks and deceptive tactics may be

employed by the police as long as that strategy

does not involve deceiving the person out of the

right to silence. 

Clancy was an agent of the State as he was

working for the police. Therefore the fact that

Clancy was not a police officer, whereas Marshall

was, had little impact on the legal status of who

recorded the conversation .  The major

consideration impacting on admissibility in these

cases hinged on whether the admissions were

made as part of a conversation or as a result of a

cover t  in ter rogation.  Distinct from the

conversations Marshall had with Swaffield, the

conversation recorded by Clancy with Pavic was

admitted because the court considered that he did

not deliberately elicit the admissions made in the

Pavic investigation. In arriving at this conclusion

Justices Toohey, Gaudron and Gummow referred

to the Canadian case of Hebert14 where McLachlin

J stated:

“When the police use subterfuge to interrogate
an accused after he has advised them that he
does not wish to speak to them, they are improp-
erly eliciting information that they were unable to
obtain by respecting the suspect’s constitutional
right to silence: the suspect’s rights are breached
because he has been deprived of his choice.
However, in the absence of eliciting behaviour on
the part of the police, there is no violation of the
accused’s right to choose whether or not to speak
to the police. If the suspect speaks, it is by his or
her own choice, and he or she must be taken to
have accepted the risk that the recipient may
inform the police.” 15

Kirby J also referred to Hebert and agreed with

the approach of the Canadian court towards police

deception .  Kirby J stated that  al though the

approach expressed in Hebert was derived from

the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, the

test propounded in that case is consistent with the

general approach taken under Australian law

towards deception by law enforcement officials.

Kirby J then stated:

“ In the case of covertly obtained confessions, the
line of forbidden conduct will be crossed if the
confession may be said to have been elicited by
police (or a person acting as an agent of the
police) in unfair derogation of the suspect’s right
to exercise a free choice to speak or to be silent.
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Or it will be crossed where police have exploited
any special characteristics of the relationship
between the suspect and their agent so as to
extract a statement which would not otherwise
have been made.” 16

It appears clear that in Australia, where there is a

covert investigation of a suspect subsequent to

exercising the right to silence it is likely that the

admissions will be ruled inadmissible if the

operative deliberately elicits the admissions. 

It is suggested that Swaffield does not affect

cover t  electronic monitor ing and telephone

interception techniques. This applies even in cases

where a suspect has exercised the right to silence

and is later recorded by such means. A recording

made in these circumstances is the product of a

passive technique where the person freely chose to

speak. Consistent with the finding in Swaffield, a

conversation so obtained does not transgress the

person’s right to silence as there is no deliberate

elicitation.

In Australian cases where the police use a covert

approach specifically seeking confessions after a

suspect has expressly declined to answer police

questions, the courts may take the view that such a

methodology is simply being employed to avoid

the suspect’s right to silence. This occurred in

Pfenning18 where the accused had twice informed

the police that he did not wish to answer questions

and his solicitor had also advised the same in

writing. Notwithstanding this, the police arranged

for a prisoner acting for the police to be placed in

company with  Pfenning who then  obtained

admissions. The trial judge in Pfenning rejected

the evidence gained by this strategy stating that:

“It is as though the police, faced with a plain
refusal to answer, sent in an undercover officer in
disguise to interrogate the accused or otherwise
inveigle him into making admissions. Anything
said in response to such a stratagem in the cir-
cumstances described would have to be ruled
inadmissible, and the result here must be the
same.” 19

When admissions are made to an undercover

operative or person acting for the police by a

suspect who has earlier exercised his right to

silence the following factors will most likely be

considered by the cour t  with  respect  to

admissibility.

• To what extent has the person’s right to silence

been breached?

• Were admissions made as part of a general con-

versation or a deliberate covert interrogation?

The situation in England and Wales

A similar  strategy to that employed in the

investigation in Pfenning 20 was used as part of

Operation Axe in England.21 Operation Axe was

established to investigate a ser ies of armed

robber ies by an  Asian  cr ime gang.  Dur ing

Operation Axe, Jason Bailey and Steven Smith

were arrested and both exercised their right to

silence. They were charged and remanded in

custody.

A plan was devised by the police which involved

placing Bailey and Smith into the same cell and

recording their conversations. It is usual police

practice to separate co-offenders in police cells to

prevent them fabricating defences for use in

interview or trial. The practice also allows each

suspect the freedom to cooperate with the police

without the intimidation of the other suspect. 

To circumvent Smith and Bailey’s suspicion at

being placed into the same cell an argument was

staged in front of Smith and Bailey between the

CID officers and the custody officer about placing

the two together. In a heated exchange the CID

officer protested at the custody officer’s decision

to place the two into the same cell. The custody

officer  finally won the argument due to the

apparent lack of empty cells and Smith and Bailey

were placed into the same cell which at the time

was being electronically monitored. 

Initially Smith and Bailey discussed whether the

argument had been staged and both revealed that

their solicitors had advised them of police tactics

such as recording their conversations. This raises

eth ical questions on the par t  of the legal

representatives; however, these are not examined

in this forum. Nonetheless both Smith and Bailey

were convinced of the argument and both men

commenced to freely discuss the robberies and

what they would say at trial.

At trial, over defence objections against the

admission of the tapes, Smith and Bailey were

convicted at the Nottingham Crown Court and
sentenced to four and seven years respectively.
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Bailey and Smith22 went to the Court of Appeal.
The Court of Appeal rejected the argument that the

incriminating conversations should have been
excluded under s 78 of the Police and Criminal

Evidence Act 1984 (UK).23

The court dismissed the appeal and ruled that the
tapes were correctly admitted at trial stating that
“…[They] saw no reason to decry the police’s
conduct in the present case nor to doubt the
essential fairness of this evidence having been held
admissible.”24 In making this finding the court did
acknowledge that: 

“…[S]ome might well think it odd and perhaps
even unsatisfactory that alongside a rigorously
controlled legislative regime governing the deten-
tion, treatment and questioning of those in police
custody [reference to P.A.C.E], parallel covert
investigations of this nature could legitimately con-
tinue” 25

There are significant differences between the

covert tactics utilised in the cases of Pfenning and

Bailey and Smith. It is suggested these differences

resulted in the different conclusion of the courts in

each case. While both cases involved trickery and

deception subsequent to an invoked r ight to

silence, in the former case it was the police that

elicited the admissions via their agent. Whereas in

Bailey and Smith the suspects were simply tricked

into a situation where they themselves chose to

have a conversation .  Although the police

deliberately orchestrated the circumstances which

resulted in Bailey and Smith being placed in the

same cell, the incriminating conversation occurred

independent of any direct police elicitation. 

Different police tactics were used in  the

investigation of Bailey and Smith from those used

to investigate Swaffield and Pavic. However, on

the point of active elicitation of admissions

following the evocation of the right to silence, the

finding in Bailey and Smith appears consistent

with Swaffield.

The right to silence during an undercover operation

• England

As previously mentioned, under s 66 of Police

and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 (UK) there is a

Code of Practice outl in ing acceptable and

appropr iate conduct by  police in  obtaining

evidence. There is a requirement under Paragraph

10.1 of the Code for police to caution suspects. An

English case that considered the issue of the right

to silence during an undercover operation was R v

Christou and Wright.26 As previously mentioned,

this operation was mounted by police who set up

Stardust Jewellers, a jewellery shop that was

prepared to buy and sell second hand jewellery.

The shop was fitted with electronic recording

equipment and staffed by undercover police.

Several people used Stardust Jewellers to sell

stolen jewellery. As a result of this operation

Christou and Wright were prosecuted. It was

argued in the Court of Appeal that the recorded

conversations should have been excluded under s

78 of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984

(UK) as no caution had been administered by the

undercover police. The Lord Chief Justice in

Christou and Wright27 stated:

“…what is clear is that it [ the requirement for
police to administer a caution] was intended to
protect suspects who are vulnerable to abuse or
pressure from police officers or who may believe
themselves to be so. Frequently, the suspect will
be a detainee. But the Code will also apply where
a suspect, not in detention, is being questioned
about an offence by a police officer acting as a
police officer for the purpose of obtaining evi-
dence. In that situation, the officer and the suspect
are not on equal terms. The officer is perceived to
be in a position of authority; the suspect may be
intimidated or undermined.”28

It was held that the appellants in Christou and

Wright were not questioned by the undercover

police officers and that the conversations were on

equal terms. Fur ther  to th is,  there was no

intimidation or pressure exerted by the undercover

police because at the time the conversations were

recorded the suspects did not perceive them to be

persons in authority. The court concluded that the

Code was not  in tended to apply in  such  a

circumstance.29 It appears from this finding that, in

England, where there is no direct questioning by

the operative and the operative is not perceived by

the suspect to be in  author ity,  there is no

requirement to caution. 

Another  case that  considered the issue of

whether police should administer a caution when

conducting covert duties was the English case of

Bryce which was handed down by the Court of

Appeal one month after Christou and Wright. In

Bryce, an undercover officer had an unrecorded

conversation with the defendant about a stolen car

which the defendant was selling. The operative

asked some crucial and incriminating questions

that  went to the vital  issue of the guil ty

knowledge. Even though Bryce was an obvious

suspect and the conversation had been designed to

extract incr iminating statements he was not

cautioned by the officer. The court upheld the

appeal in favour of Bryce. In addition to the

court’s concern about reliability, the court also

objected to the lack of a caution. 

Lord Taylor of Gosforth C.J. in delivering the

judgment in Bryce emphasised the importance of

the right to silence and the limitations placed on

covert questioning by the police. He stated:
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“It would be wrong for police officers to adopt or
use an undercover pose or disguise to enable
themselves to ask questions about an offence
uninhibited by the requirements of the Code and
with the effect of circumventing it” .32

A recent case providing guidance on the

admission  of cover t ly obtained evidence in

England is Smurthwaite and Gill.33 Separately,

both  Susan Gill  and Keith  Smurthwaite

unwittingly solicited undercover operatives Black

and Webster who were posing as contract killers to

murder their spouses. At trial both prosecution

cases depended heavily on conversations between

the defendants and the undercover operatives

which were covertly tape recorded. Over defence

objections the tapes were

admitted and subsequently

Smurthwaite and Gill were

convicted of soliciting murder

and sentenced to six years and

five years impr isonment

respectively.

Although these cases had

separate tr ials,  due to the

similarities both cases went

before the English Court of

Appeal to be heard

concurrently. At appeal the

defence alleged that the

operat ives acted as agent

provocateurs in inciting the

accused to solicit the murder

and that the evidence was

obtained by trick. On this point Lord Taylor stated: 

“There was, of course, as the learned judge
recognised, an element of entrapment and a trick
inherent in the use of an undercover officer to
pose as a killer. But, given that basic deception,
the tapes showed Webster to have taken a mini-
mal role in the planning… Throughout the two
tapes, the conversation was punctuated at inter-
vals by laughter inconsistent with the story of fear
and intimidation the appellant told the jury.”34

It was noted by the court that the undercover

operatives acted more as passive listeners rather

than persons persuading or coercing the appellants

into an agreement to murder that they would not

have otherwise entered.35

The court acknowledged as did the defence that,

in the 108 pages of transcript from the tapes

between Webster and Smurthwaite, Webster may

have crossed over to the Bryce side of the line

from the Christou and Wright side by asking direct

questions. This was an instance on the tape where

Webster initiated the conversation and stated:

Webster: “I do know that you have a shotgun for 

instance...”

Appellant: “I do yes, but it is registered…”

Webster: “I am just thinking in the lines of sort of

an accident involving that”.36

However, the court was satisfied that Webster
was not seeking information he did not already
have and was simply maintaining the cover
necessary for his role. This appears to indicate that
there is additional leeway given by English courts
if an operative asks questions of the suspect that
are in keeping with his undercover character or
role.

When considering whether  the undercover
operative should have cautioned Smurthwaite37

when he became a suspect, Lord Taylor stated:

“Since the only evidence likely to be available to
prove this charge was that
obtained undercover,
Webster clearly had to con-
sider whether there was not
merely sufficient evidence to
bring a charge, but ‘sufficient
evidence for it to succeed’,
bearing in mind that the
appellant might well deny (as
he did in fact) that, despite
what he had said orally, he
had a serious intention to
have his wife killed.”38

With regard to cautioning

during covert operations, it

appears there are two

important factors that can be

drawn from Christou  and

Wright, Bryce and Smurthwaite and Gill which

impact on the parameters of covert operations in

England. These are that there is no requirement to

caution if:

• There is equality in the relationship between the

suspect and the operative; and 

• The operative does not conduct a covert interro-

gation of the suspect in a deliberate attempt to

circumvent the requirements of the Code. 

• Australia

In regard to the investigation of Commonwealth

offences, the requirement to caution a suspect in

Australia exists under s 23F(1) of the Crimes Act

1914 (Cth). Under this provision, before a suspect

who is under arrest is questioned, the investigating

official must caution the person that, “he or she

does not have to say or do anything, but anything

the person  does say or  do may be given  in

evidence.”

Difficulties arise when s 23F(1) of the Crimes
Act 1914 (Cth) is applied to covert operations.
This is because a broad definition of arrest exists
under s 23B(2) of the Crimes Act 1914 (Cth)
which, on a literal reading may extend to some
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suspects who are in the company of a covert

operative without having been formally arrested.

Under s 23B(2) of the Crimes Act 1914 (Cth) a
person is considered under arrest when in the

company of an investigating official for  the

purpose of being questioned, if:

(a) “the official believes that there is sufficient

evidence to establish that the person has com-

mitted a Commonwealth offence that is to be

the subject of the questioning; or

(b) the official would not allow the person to leave

if the person wished to do so; or

(c) the official has given the person reasonable

grounds for believing that the person would

not be allowed to leave if he or she wished to

do so...”

Clear ly ss 23B(2)(b) and 23B(2)(c) of the

Crimes Act 1914 (Cth) would rarely apply to

covert operations and are not further examined. 

A debatable point when applying 23B(2) of the

Crimes Act 1914 (Cth) to covert operations is

whether the suspect is being questioned by the

operative. It is clear that in undercover operations

a covert operative is in the presence of a suspect to

obtain evidence of an offence. It may be argued

that anything the operative says that evokes an

incriminating response from the suspect is a form

of covert questioning. Therefore, the suspect is in

the company of an operative for the purpose of

being questioned, which satisfies one of the

requirements under 23B(2) of the Crimes Act 1914

(Cth). It is suggested that such a claim would be

strengthened if the operative asked the suspect

direct and incriminating questions. In such a case

it may be interpreted that the undercover operation

was then being uti l ised to circumvent the

requirements under 23F(1) of the Crimes Act 1914

(Cth). Although this is contrary to comments made

by Brennan J in Swaffield, in the absence of clear

guidance by the High Court, it is suggested this

may successfully be argued. 

There is also a requirement under s 23B(2)(a)

for the investigating official (in this case the

operative) to believe there is sufficient evidence to

establish  the suspect has committed a

Commonwealth  offence.  In  many cases an

undercover operation is only commenced when the

police hold strong suspicions of a suspect’s guilt

and may have grounds enough to charge the

suspect, but which fall short of being sufficient to

convict. It follows from this, that an operative

would in most cases believe that there is sufficient

evidence to charge the suspect. Considering this,

and accepting the argument that a suspect could be

considered as being in  the company of an

operative for the purpose of being questioned; it is

suggested that s 23B(2)(a) could apply to covert

investigations. If this is the case, an operative is

required to caution a suspect prior to asking any

questions by virtue of s 23F(1) of the Crimes Act

1914 (Cth). 

It is a ludicrous proposition to expect an

undercover operative to caution a suspect right at the

point when the person is about to make admissions

in relation to the offence for which the operation was

initially commenced. To circumvent problems with

the requirement to caution, some State legislative

provisions have been introduced in Australia to

specifically allow an exemption from issuing a

caution during a covert operation.41 However, no

such provision exists under Commonwealth

legislation. The absence of an exempting legislative

provision necessitates an examination of judicial

consideration of cases where cautioning during a

covert operation was in issue.

A case that examined the issue of cautioning

during covert operations was that of O’Neill. In

this case O’Neill42 was suspected of murdering her

husband and was covertly recorded by Lally, a

close friend. The recording was made at the behest

of the police after Lally had reported to the police

that O’Neill  had confided incr iminating

information to her. On appeal the admission of the

tape recording was challenged on the basis that

O’Neill was a suspect at the time the recording

was made and should therefore have been

cautioned. The majority of the court found there

was no improper police conduct. Specifically on

cautioning Dowsett J stated: 

“ It cannot be said that because Lally was acting
covertly on behalf of the police, there was inequal-
ity in the relationship between her and the appel-
lant which might suggest to the appellant that she
was under an obligation to speak. No question of
involuntariness or unfairness arose from the fact
that the appellant was not warned. The police are
not obliged to be absolutely frank in investigating
crime. Indeed, the law providing for the use of lis-
tening devices is statutory authority to the con-
trary. Although we might all prefer that friendship
not be exploited for ulterior purposes, the public
interest in detecting and punishing crime out-
weighs social nicety.”43

In Swaffield 44 Justices Toohey, Gaudron and

Gummow referred to O’Neill and to Herbert45 and

Broyles46 of the Supreme Court of Canada when

considering the right to silence. After reviewing

these decisions they indicated that the vital issue is

whether or not the admissions were elicited from the

accused. Also in Swaffield, as previously mentioned,

Justice Brennan distinguished between Marshall

pursuing evidence of the drug offences and of the

arson offence. Swaffield had not previously

refused to answer questions regarding the drug
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offences and Justice Brennan acknowledged that

there was nothing improper with Marshall

at tempting to secure evidence of these

offences.47 However, the court was critical of

Marshall obtaining evidence on the arson

offence for which he had previously exercised

the right to silence.48 It is somewhat unfortunate

that Brennan CJ was the only judge to draw a

distinction between Marshall’s questioning of

Swaffield in relation to the arson and the drug

offences. Further consideration by the court on

this point could have provided much needed

guidance for future undercover operations in

Australia. However, as the majority did not

contradict Brennan CJ on that point, it appears

the cour t  implicit ly acknowledged that

Australian courts will permit a certain degree of

covert questioning where the right to silence has

not previously been exercised. However, it also

appears clear from Swaffield that Australian

cour ts wil l  on ly admit  cover t ly obtained

evidence after the right to silence has been

exercised, when there is no

active el ici tat ion  by the

operative.

Subsequent to the

investigation of Swaffield,

statutory provisions have

been in troduced in

Queensland to exempt police

officers from cautioning

suspects when engaged in

cover t  operations. 49 This

circumvents prosecutor ial

problems associated with

cautioning during undercover

operations in relation to State

law in Queensland. However,

as previously mentioned, no

such provision exists under

Commonwealth legislation. It

is therefore suggested, that

similar  provisions exempting police from

cautioning are required for  the cover t

investigation of Commonwealth offences.

Discussion

Australian courts have provided sufficient

guidance with regard to questioning a suspect

during a covert investigation after the suspect

has exercised the right to silence. However,

further refinement in Australia is necessary on

the limitations of covert questioning in the

absence of the right to silence being exercised.

It was suggested that in light of Swaffield it

appears that Australian courts will permit a

degree of covert questioning where the right to

silence has not been evoked. To what degree

Australian courts will permit an operative to

cover t ly quest ion  a suspect  who has not

exercised the right to silence will be a matter for

future judicial consideration. 

In a situation where a drug syndicate leader or

other significant criminal such as a murderer

refuses to answer police questions at interview

and months or  years later  confesses to an

undercover officer or police informant, should

that evidence be admissible? It is suggested that

the interests of justice would be served by the

admission of such evidence. However, it is not

suggested that covert methods such as these be

utilised specifically to circumvent the accused’s

right to silence. A factor that was not canvassed

in any of the above cases was the impact of the

passing of time on that right. This raises the

question, does time eventually decay a person’s

r ight to si lence and open the window of

opportunity for a covert interrogation? Or is it

the case that until expressly waived by a person

that right remains indefinitely? 

It is suggested that time
should impact upon the right
to silence with  regard to
covert investigations. For
example a person who
invokes the right to silence

after  committing a gross
cr iminal act such as the
murder of a child or rape
should at some stage, be a
valid target  of a  cover t
operation. If this is not the

case in our society, then it is
suggested that an inordinate
amount of protection exists
for  those that  choose to
offend.  For  example
consider the situation where

a dangerous cr iminal
formulates a letter notifying
all Australian law

enforcement agencies that he or she has invoked
the right to silence for all offences under State
and Commonwealth legislation. In the absence

of time decaying that right, it is likely that the
criminal will never be successfully targeted by a
covert investigation or brought to account for
the illegal acts against society. There is little
justice in this proposition particularly when in
relation to violent and abhorrent acts.

Consider ing the detr imental  effect of the
previously discussed McDade Amendment in the
United States, it is suggested that justice is not
served if protect ion  from cover t  police
investigation infinitum is provided by a blanket
notification of the right to silence.
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Several serious crimes such as murder and
sexual assault have been solved by covert police
operations prior to the suspect being interviewed

and the right to silence being exercised. As
shown in Swaffield, significant difficulties arise

when investigating a person who has invoked
that right. It may be considered venturesome to
undertake a covert investigation specifically

targeting a person who has exercised the right to
silence. However, law enforcement agencies
owe it to the community they serve to pursue

every available avenue towards bringing those
responsible for crimes against the community to
justice.  The well-informed cr iminal who

conceals themself in legal grey areas is a worthy
target of a covert police investigation. 

Conclusion

The influential  cases of Ridgeway and

Swaffield, in Australia and to a lesser degree the

English cases Bryce, Christou and Wright and

Smurthwaite and Gill have provided a degree of

guidance on the parameters with in  which

undercover operations must operate. Further

judicial refinement of these parameters will be

forthcoming as undercover operations persist in

exposing ser ious cr iminals with in  our

community.  While i t  is currently unclear

whether time decays the right to silence, it is

hoped that when judicial consideration is given

to this issue, the wider community interests will

prevail.

davidrcraig@hotmail.com
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